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From the “Worst of the Worst” to the “New and Noteworthy”

Hall of Shame
A Christian in Nigeria shot in the leg during a Fulani attack on his village.

Children in Pakistan read in a church partially burned by an attack.

A pastor in India recovers after he was beaten by a Hindu mob.

Indigenous Christians in Mexico remain the target of attacks.

Even if I face death, I will follow Jesus.” 
Kim Eun-Jin still remembers the day, 

more than 20 years ago, when her father 
uttered those fateful words. 

A leader of an underground Christian 
church in the world’s most hostile anti-
Christian regime, Eun-Jin’s father would 
soon after become one of the estimated 
400,000 followers of Christ believed to have 
given their lives for their faith since the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK – North 
Korea) was founded in 1948. 

Eun-Jin would, many years later, escape North Korea, 
leaving behind tens of thousands of her fellow Christians 
who remain in prison camps to this day, forced to work 
in horrific conditions because they chose to follow Christ 
instead of the State. 

To remember the world’s forgotten martyrs as well as 
the living victims of persecution, International Christian 
Concern (ICC) releases this Hall of Shame report that 
details the world’s worst persecutors and countries that 
are regressing in religious freedom. 

This year, however, we’ve changed the format from our 
usual structure. Rather than using a straight 1-10 rank-
ing of the worst countries, we’ve broken our report into 

three categories. 
The “Worst of the Worst” (North Korea, Iraq and Syria, 

Nigeria) looks at the most egregious state persecutors. 
Our second category, “Core Countries,” contains 

nations that are less egregious, but are perennial abus-
ers of religious freedom (Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, China, 
India, and Egypt). 

Our third and most exceptional category is “New 
and Noteworthy.” The persecution in these countries 
is not anywhere near the same level of persecution as 
those in the rest of the list, but events in these coun-
tries indicate declining religious freedom and are 
cause for alarm. 

According to the latest report by the Pew Forum 
on Religion and Public Life, 74 percent of the 
world’s population lives in countries with high or 
very high levels of government restriction and/or 
social hostility towards religion. The same report 
estimates that Christians were harassed in 108 coun-
tries around the globe. 

While this is by no means a comprehensive list, our 
newly introduced 2016 Hall of Shame highlights 12 of 
these countries, shedding light not only on those who 
are the “worst of the worst,” but warning of nations 
where religious freedom is in decline.

“

For more than 20 years, ICC has existed to relieve the suffering of the 
persecuted Church and has spent countless hours conducting research 
regarding the nature of the persecutor and the countries that persecute. 

ICC has developed networks on the ground made up of indigenous rep-
resentatives with first-hand knowledge and experience, giving breadth 
and depth to the reporting that you will find in this Hall of Shame.
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WORST OF THE WORST 
COUNTRIES

CORE COUNTRIES

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

MAP LEGEND
Country Category Main Source of Persecution

FORMER MARXIST STATES

RADICAL ISLAM

CULTURAL-RELIGIOUS FACTORS

NIGERIA

Christians in central and 
northern Nigeria face bru-
tal persecution from two 
armed Islamic militias. Boko 
Haram terrorizes north-
ern and central Nigeria 
while   Fulani militants 
wipe Christian farming vil-
lages off the map in cen-
tral Nigeria. Christians are 
murdered, their churches 
burned, and their daughters 
are abducted, raped, and 
forced to convert to Islam. 
Over 30,000 Christians were 
killed in the last 15 years.

CHINA 

China continues to crack 
down on Christianity and 
other religious minorities 
at levels previously un-
seen since Mao’s Cultural 
Revolution. More than 2,000 
crosses and over 400 church-
es have been demolished 
with countless believers im-
prisoned for merely being 
followers of Christ. 

RUSSIA

In 2016, Russia took an about-
face back towards the op-
pressive days of the Soviet 
Union. After passing new 
anti-extremism regulations, 
known as the “Yarovaya” 
laws, Christians across 
Russia can now be fined for 
speaking about their faith 
with non-believers, even in 
their own home or on the 
internet. These new laws 
are only the latest in a trend 
towards reducing religious 
freedom in Russia.  

MEXICO

Although hidden from much 
of the world, Protestant 
Christians in remote, ru-
ral areas, especially in the 
south, experience violence 
as well as loss of land and 
livelihood. Law enforce-
ment and the courts regu-
larly turn a blind eye which 
contributes to a culture of 
persecution that has left 
thousands homeless and 
without income.

NORTH KOREA

For 14 straight years, North 
Korea has remained the 
worst country for Christians 
to live in, as an estimated 
40,000-70,000 Christians 
remain in political prison 
camps, experiencing simi-
lar treatment to victims of 
the Holocaust. 

PAKISTAN

Christians are regularly 
charged with blasphemy 
against Islam. Often used 
as a tool for personal re-
taliation or to steal land, 
269 cases have been re-
ported since 2014 alone. 
Christians are treated as 
third-class citizens, as they 
are abducted, raped, forci-
bly converted to Islam, and 
regularly suffer the bomb-
ing of their churches. 

INDIA

Christians experience ha-
rassment, violence, and the 
loss of their livelihood from 
radical Hindus throughout 
the country as nearly 50 vil-
lages in central India essen-
tially banned Christianity 
through social boycotts.

UNITED STATES

Throughout the US, current 
events and shifting percep-
tions are causing conflicts 
between Christian beliefs 
and public sentiment. 
This cultural shift affects 
Christian businesses, orga-
nizations and individuals 
through legal action, free-
speech infringement, pub-
lic expressions of faith, 
and employment.

IRAQ & SYRIA

Home to a Christian geno-
cide, war and Islamic ex-
tremism have led to an 
existential threat on the an-
cient Christian population. 
Christians have been spe-
cifically targeted by ISIS for 
total annihilation in these 
regions through killings 
and enslavement. Christian 
populations were around 
1.5 million in 2002; today, 
some estimates put the 
population below 500,000. 

EGYPT

Christians face severe 
threats from Islamic radicals 
and are suffering through 
a government crackdown 
on human rights as well. 
Christians remain targets 
of kidnapping, church burn-
ings, and generations of so-
cioeconomic discrimination. 

SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia sees itself as 
one great mosque, mean-
ing there is no room within 
the nation for any other re-
ligion. Christians living in 
Saudi Arabia are forced to 
practice their faith in total 
secrecy for fear of arrest 
and imprisonment or worse. 
The main reason Saudi 
Arabia is on this list is 
their multi-decade effort 
to radicalize and milita-
rize Muslim populations 
around the world. Most 
Islamic terror movements 
around the world were 
seeded with Saudi/Gulf 
State money.  
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North Korea’s (DPRK) persecution of Christians has condemned 
hundreds of thousands of Christians to death over the decades. 

It is estimated that they currently have 30,000 to 70,000 Christians 
imprisoned for their faith. Christians not in captivity remain in hiding. 
DPRK is the world’s worst human rights violator and the most violent 
persecutor of Christians.

The Kim family’s communist government is the source of this per-
secution. The Kims have deified themselves and will allow no other 
god in the land. Each successive Kim demands complete loyalty to 
himself. Putting anything or anyone else above the State is considered 
treason. Since Christianity elevates God over the State, North Korea 
sees Christianity as a dangerous movement that challenges their power 
and must be silenced. North Korea persecutes Christians using three 
primary tools: songbun system, civil and political police, and gulags. 

Songbun is a three-tier (first – core; second – wavering; third – hos-
tile) societal classification system that rewards and punishes citizens 
based on their ancestral and personal loyalty to the State. Disloyalty 
in the lower categories eliminates the opportunity to achieve the 
highest songbun. 

Those in the hostile class only make $3-$5 per month. Sadly, all 
Christians are classified as ‘hostile.’ 

The State devotes massive resources to the monitoring of its citizens. 
Speaking of the conditions in DPRK, one former citizen said that the 
State “was always watching what we were saying [and] doing.” 

The final tool of the North Korean security apparatus is the gulags, 
or labor camps, loosely based on Stalin’s prison system. Gulags exact 
severe and effective punishments that hinder movements considered 

“anti-state,” like Christianity. While the government denies the exis-
tence of these prisons, satellite images and former prisoners’ testimo-
nies affirm the camps’ continued use as well as the guards’ inhumane 
treatment of prisoners.  

Massive workloads, starvation, extreme isolation, torture, and the 
casual murder of prisoners define North Korean gulags. One former 
child prisoner described how prisoners were forced to stone each other 
to death in a camp. Another prisoner reported seeing the execution of 
whole families in gas chambers. 

“‘I witnessed a whole family being tested on suffocating gas and 
dying in the gas chamber,’ he said. ‘The parents, son and a daughter. 
The parents were vomiting and dying, but till the very last moment 
they tried to save kids by doing mouth-to-mouth breathing.” (BBC: 
Access to Evil).  

High level defectors are leaving North Korea like never before, 
an indication that the government’s consolidation of power may be 
waning. Also, external information is flooding into North Korea 
disrupting the narrative of the Kim regime of the DPRK being a 
worker’s paradise. 

Kim Jong-un is desperately trying to control the situation and hold 
power. There is evidence of more arrests, expanding prisons, and 
increased torture. As a result, Christians are at a greater risk for perse-
cution during North Korea’s hour of desperation. 

In 1907, Pyongyang experienced one of history’s greatest reviv-
als and was dubbed the ‘Jerusalem of the East’ as a result. With 
the continued influx of outside information, religious freedom may 
flourish again.

On October 26, 2013, 18-year-old Ranim 
was murdered as ISIS invaded his 

hometown of Sadad, Syria. Ranim, a first-
year university student and Syrian Orthodox 
Christian, was thrown down a well along 
with his grandparents, 16-year-old brother, 
and two other members of his family. At 
least 24 other Christians would be massacred 
by ISIS that week, and hundreds of Christian 
families would be used as human shields to 
protect ISIS fighters from counterattacks.  

In August 2014, ISIS attempted to rees-
tablish the Islamic caliphate based on Sharia 
law. They gained control of Syrian territory 
with roughly 10 million inhabitants. Among 
their more sinister acts was to begin enslav-
ing Christian and Yazidi women. In 2015, 
ISIS published a pricing guideline for sex 
slaves, starting with “200,000 dinars for a 
woman aged 1-9/Yazidi/Christian” and end-
ing with “75,000 dinars for a woman aged 
30-40/Yazidi/Christian.” ICC estimates that 
ISIS has taken at least 433 Syrian Christians 
hostage over the past several years, some-
times demanding as much as $100,000 a 

head for their return. On September 23, 
2015, ISIS brutally executed three of these 
hostages to pressure the Syrian Church for 
payment. Today, Christianity in Iraq and 
Syria is on the verge of extinction as a result 
of atrocities by ISIS, other militant Islamic 
groups, and a widespread increase in radical 
Islamic thought. 

In Iraq, the Christian population is believed 
to have dropped by 80 percent in just 13 years 
- from approximately one million in 2003 to 
no more than 275,000 Christians today. In 
Syria, Breitbart reported that the Christian 
population has shrunk from 1.5 million people 
in 2011 to approximately 500,000 people, a 
66 percent reduction. 

While substantial military efforts now 
appear to be driving ISIS out of Iraq, and per-
haps eventually out of Syria, the vast majority 
of Christians who have fled their countries 
may never return. Many of those who remain 
fear trying to rebuild their lives anywhere 
with Muslim neighbors, knowing that much 
of the radicalism and persecution they face 
does not end with ISIS.

Iraq and Syria

Nigeria

A lthough Nigeria’s population is 
almost equally divided between 

Christians and Muslims, the Christians in 
the North and Middle Belt regions face 
brutal daily persecution for their faith 
from the Islamic extremist groups Boko 
Haram and the Fulani militias. 

Known for the 2014 kidnapping of 
almost 300 girls from Chibok, Boko 
Haram is an Islamic extremist group 
established to turn Nigeria into an 
Islamic caliphate. Their early attacks 
featured indiscriminate killing of all 
Nigerians who opposed an Islamic state, 
regardless of religious beliefs. In 2015, 
Boko Haram declared allegiance to 
ISIS, but a leadership crisis refocused 
Boko Haram’s attacks. Today, militants 
focus almost exclusively on Christians 
and their communities through surprise 
bombings and raids. 

The Nigerian government’s military 
campaign against Boko Haram has been 

a massive failure overall. They have been 
able to apply some pressure to Boko 
Haram, but it has only refocused them on 
attacking Christians. 

Armed Fulani militias constantly 
attack Christian farmers. In the first 
five months of 2016, Fulani militias 
killed over 800 Christians and injured 
800 more. They displaced 21,000 vic-
tims, and destroyed over 100 churches 
and 700 homes. Incredibly, the Nigerian 
government has not attempted any mili-
tary action against them. 

Since Christians cannot rely on gov-
ernment protection from persecution, 
they are left in an untenable position. 
As would be expected, Christians are 
starting to arm themselves, but this is a 
grassroots movement without funding or 
coordination.  

Unfortunately, there is little reason 
to assume that the situation will change 
anytime soon.

North Korea
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China PakistanEgypt
China frequently uses intimidation, 

arrests, destruction of church property, 
and church closures to persecute Christians. 
China has exercised increased persecution 
towards Christians in 2016.  For instance, 
in November, 30 Chinese police officers 
surrounded a house church before ending 
the service. In 2016, the Chinese govern-
ment destroyed or tore down approximately 
1,200 crosses from churches in President Xi 
Jinping’s ongoing crackdown on the Church.  

The government is the primary persecutor 
of Christians in China as it seeks to consoli-
date power over the people. 

China attempts to corral Christians into 
their government-sanctioned and controlled 
denominations; the Three Self Patriotic 
Movement Church for Protestants and the 
Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association for 
Catholics which is loyal to the State rather 
than the Vatican. 

Despite the government’s efforts to con-
trol and stifle the Church, Christianity 
continues to explode. Estimates show that 
China will have the largest Christian pop-
ulation of any nation by 2030. It is thought 
that President Xi Jinping perceives this 
as an existential threat to the government 
by and it is assumed that his multi-year 
program of church destruction and cross 
removal will continue.

Christians account for 1.6 percent of 
Pakistan’s population, but endure intense 

persecution from both the Muslim-majority 
culture and government that severely restrict 
their religious expression and practice. 

Pakistani Christians suffer from rigid 
job discrimination, potent blasphemy laws, 
abductions, and forced conversion and mar-
riage, as well as bombings and terror attacks 
from Islamic radicals.  

Blasphemy laws usually carry the death 
penalty, are arbitrarily administered, and are 
easily falsified. Common motivations for false 
blasphemy accusations include score settling, 
financial gain, and religious hatred. 

Christian women are targeted for forced 
conversions and marriage. Peace Foundation 
Pakistan estimates that 700 Christian women 
between the ages of 12 and 25 years old are 
raped, kidnapped, and forcibly converted to 
Islam every year. 

Terror attacks against Christians have been 
increasing over the last several years. ICC has 
assisted Christians after attacks like the All 
Saints Church bombing and Peshawar attacks. 

Finally, Muslims subject Christians to general 
discrimination with the aid of the lingering caste 
system. Christians are relegated to the lowest 
caste and considered untouchable. Menial and 
low-paying jobs such as street sweepers, house-
maids, etc, are reserved for Christians.

February 15, 2015, marked a heartbreak-
ing moment for Egyptian Christians 

as they witnessed the beheading of 21 
of their fellow Christians by ISIS on the 
coast of the Mediterranean. 

Egypt’s 10 million Christians have endured 
persecution for 1,400 years since Islam 
arrived. They are treated as second-class citi-
zens and forced to list their religion on their 
national ID cards which facilitates discrimi-
nation. While Christians can change this reli-
gious ID to “Muslim,” the reverse is illegal. 

The government often acts as an ally 
and tool of the Muslim populace, enforc-
ing persecution. For instance, they place 
restrictions on the building or renovation 
of churches, while these regulations are not 
imposed on the building of mosques. 

Authorities also refuse to assist Christian vic-
tims when attacks are perpetrated by Muslims. 
Tragically, Christian women are regularly 
abducted, raped, and forcefully married and 
converted. Typically, police either ignore or 
will even assist the perpetrators in these cases.  

Although at times Egypt is seen as a 
moderate Islamic country; the truth is that it 
is a very fundamentalist country which con-
tinues to oppress its Christian citizens and 
intentionally keeps them as a permanent 
underclass. Unfortunately, we don’t see this 
changing in the near future.

Across the Middle East, and even the world, there are few nations 
where religious freedom is as completely restricted as it is in 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Only Sunni Islam may be practiced 
publicly and any Saudi citizen who converts to Christianity or 
another faith is immediately guilty of apostasy, punishable by death. 
Even non-Saudi Christians living in the Kingdom risk imprisonment 
and deportation if they attempt to meet privately to pray or read the 
Bible. For over a decade, the US State Department has designated 
Saudi Arabia as a “Country of Particular Concern” for its egregious 
restrictions on religious freedom. 

At the turn of this century and by their own admission, the 
Saudis had invested $100 billion over three decades recruit-
ing imams across the globe, building mosques and madrassas 
(boarding schools), and providing seed funding, guidance, and 
assistance to Sunni Muslim communities.  

In India alone, between 2011 and 2013, Indian intelligence 
officials believe that approximately 25,000 Saudi clerics 
arrived in the country, bringing in over $250 million to build 
mosques and universities. 

Saudi Arabia is also responsible for sending 15 of the 19 
hijackers of September 11, 2001 to the US, more suicide bomb-
ers to Iraq after 2003 than any other nation, and has supplied at 
least 2,500 fighters to ISIS, more than any other country except 
Tunisia. ISIS even adopted Saudi textbooks as official textbooks 
until they began publishing their own in 2015. These textbooks, 
which can be found in schools across the Muslim world, teach 
discrimination against Christians and Jews while encouraging 
the spread of Islam through jihad as a religious duty.  

Ms. Farah Pandith, the first US Special Representative to 
Muslim Communities at the US State Department, visited with 
Muslims in 80 countries between 2009 and 2014. She found that 
Saudi influence was “pernicious and universal,” an “insidious 
presence” in each place she visited.  

Today, with new technological developments in oil extraction, 
Saudi Arabia may be facing a permanent economic downturn, 
which could eventually result in less funding for radical Islam 
around the world. For now, however, Saudi Arabia deserves its 
well-earned lead place in the core of ICC’s Hall of Shame report.

Saudi Arabia



     

INDIA

*During the first three quarters of 2016, ICC 
documented 272 total incidents of attacks, 
arrests, and violence against thousands of 
Christians throughout India.

#

INDIAN STATES VISITED BY ICC IN 2016

NUMBER OF DOCUMENTED INCIDENTS*

TOP FIVE WORST STATES  FOR RELIGIOUS
PERSECUTION IN INDIA IN 2016 
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DADRI MOB 
LYNCHING

Location: Dadri, Uttar Pradesh, India
Date: September 2015
Description: On September 28, 2015, 
Mohammad Akhlaq Saifi, a 52-year-old 
Muslim, and his 22-year-old son, Danish, 
were attacked and savagely beaten by a 
mob of Hindus who accused the Muslims 
of slaughtering a cow, an animal considered 
sacred by Hindus, and consuming beef. 
As a result, Mohammad died after being 
beaten to death with bricks and Danish 
was left with permanent brain injuries. The 
attack sparked international outrage against 
the rise of extreme Hindu nationalism and 
led to several protests by Muslims and 
other minority groups across India. 

VILLAGE RESOLUTIONS 
& SOCIAL BOYCOTTS IN 
BASTAR

Location: Bastar District, Chhattisgarh 
State, India
Date: June 2014 - Present
Description: In June 2014, more than 
50 villages in the Bastar District of 
India’s Chhattisgarh State banned the 
practice of non-Hindu religions, effec-
tively outlawing Christianity. This reso-
lution remains in place, forcing many 
Christians to choose between converting 
to Hinduism and leaving their village.

ANTI-CHRISTIAN RIOTS 
IN KANDHAMAL

Location: Kandhamal District, Odisha 
State, India 
Date: August 2008 - October 2008
Description: Christians in the 
Kandhamal District were wrongfully 
blamed for the assassination of a Hindu 
monk. As a result, enraged Hindus 
attacked Christians, destroying homes 
and places of worship. More than 100 
Christians were killed and 56,000 people 
displaced in what has been called India’s 
worst instance of Christian persecution.

VILLAGE RESOLUTIONS 
& SOCIAL BOYCOTTS IN 
TAMIL NADU

Location: Nagapattinam and surround-
ing villages, Tamil Nadu, India 
Date: July 2015 - Present
Description: In July 2015, a 
social boycott was initiated against 
Christians in an estimated 64 villages 
near the town of Nagapattinam in 
Tamil Nadu. This boycott restricts 
an estimated 6,000 Christian families 
from collecting water from village 
wells, talking to their Hindu neigh-
bors, engaging in commerce, using 
the communal fishing boats, or even 
burying their dead.

ANTI-MUSLIM RIOTS IN 
GUJARAT

Location: Gujarat State, India 
Date: February 2002
Description: Following the Godhra 
train burning, in which 58 Hindu pil-
grims returning from Ayodhya were 
killed, anti-Muslim riots broke out 
across India’s Gujarat State. Hindu rad-
icals killed an estimated 790 Muslims. 
Prime Minister Modi, Chief Minister 
of Gujarat State during the riots, was 
accused of initiating and condoning the 
violence that took place.

SERIES OF CHURCH 
ATTACKS IN DELHI

Location: New Delhi, Delhi, India
Date: December 2014
Description: Starting in December 
2014, five churches were attacked and 
desecrated in India’s capital of New 
Delhi. Among these churches was St. 
Sebastian’s Church, which was burned 
on December 1, 2014. The series of 
church attacks in Delhi sparked protests 
by Indian Christians calling for Prime 
Minister Modi to do more to protect 
their community and places of worship. 
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Noteworthy Religious 
Minority Events in India 

India
The escalation of attacks on Christians 

in India coincides with the rise of the 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the ascen-
sion of their candidate, Narendra Modi, to 
Prime Minister. Founded on a Hindu nation-
alist platform, the BJP often employs reli-
giously divisive political strategies that incite 
Hindu radicals against the country’s religious 
minorities. Unfortunately, Modi and the BJP 
deny that persecution is taking place and allow 
the persecutors to go unpunished, implicitly 
approving of the anti-Christian violence. 

In the first nine months of 2016, ICC 
recorded 272 attacks on Christians and their 
places of worship, indicating a dramatic esca-
lation over the 177 attacks reported in 2015 by 
the Evangelical Fellowship of India. 

Most concerning is the continued assault 
on Christians in the Bastar District of 
Chhattisgarh State. In June 2014, over 50 vil-
lages passed resolutions banning the practice 
of non-Hindu religions, effectively making 
Christianity illegal. Beyond these resolu-
tions, Hindu radicals orchestrated assaults 
and social boycotts (denying them public 
services, jobs, and goods) against hundreds 
of Christian families living in Bastar. Despite 
a High Court ruling that declared the resolu-
tions unconstitutional, banning Christianity 
and social boycotting Christians remain 
widespread in Bastar.

Over the past two years, attacks on Christians have increased sharply in India. Due to this dramatic 
escalation in both intolerance and violence against Christians, ICC has dedicated many resources to 
India. Based on our breadth of cases and first-hand experience, India provides an ideal case study.
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I n 2016, Russia regressed in its protection 
of human rights  by passing what are 

called the “Yarovaya” laws. The laws, which 
on the surface are designed to counter violent 
extremism from Islam, in fact place incred-
ible restrictions on Christians and other 
religious minorities who are not a part of 
the Russian Orthodox Church. The Yarovaya 
laws are just the most recent crackdown in a 
trend of stifling religious expression. 

In addition to the 2016 Yarovaya laws, 
a 2013 blasphemy law criminalized disre-
specting or insulting religious beliefs, while 
a 2012 anti-extremism law made illegal 
any materials stating that one religion is 
truer than another. A 2014 “public order” 
law requires prior official permission to 

conduct prayer or worship meetings, even 
in privately owned spaces. 

Pastor Donald Ossewaarde was the first 
American citizen to be charged under 
the Yarovaya laws, which included a ban 
on missionary activities in settings that 
are not explicitly religious. Under these 
laws, anyone who shares their faith out-
side of a church could face stiff penalties. 
Ossewaarde was arrested for holding wor-
ship in a private home and allegedly post-
ing information about worship times on 
bulletin boards in nearby housing blocks. 
He is one of several Christian missionaries 
who have been fined for everything from 
conducting baptisms to preaching over the 
last few years.

Russia

Mexico
Discrimination against Christians in 

Mexico runs rampant in rural villages 
and other local communities, with little to no 
government intervention. Although Mexico’s 
population is very religious, only five percent 
are evangelicals and this minority faces wide-
spread persecution. 

ICC has documented more than 150 cases 
of persecution against Protestant Christian 
communities. In rural communities, minor-
ity Christians are often told that they must 
participate in and pay for local village fes-
tivals that they consider to be either pagan 
or even satanic. 

This typically sets up a point of conflict 
between evangelicals and town leaders that 
ultimately results in heavy fines, imprison-
ment, beatings, eviction from their com-
munities, or in the most extreme cases, 
rape or murder. In January 2016, 30 evan-
gelical Christians in the state of Chiapas 
were exiled from their village and their 
homes were destroyed. 

Lauro Pérez Núñez, a Mexican evangeli-
cal Christian, was imprisoned several times 
after publicly proclaiming his faith. Village 
authorities demanded that he deny his beliefs, 
which they claimed were contrary to their 
“custom” of communal faith. Núñez was told 
that he must leave the community or face a 
longer imprisonment. When he tried to return 

to his village to visit his family in March, he 
and his family were brutally attacked and he 
and his cousin were imprisoned. They have 
since been released. 

Although Mexico’s constitution guar-
antees freedom of religion, the persecu-
tion of minority Christian communities 
has continued without prosecution of per-
petrators from the Mexican government. 
Additionally, provisions in the constitution 
which guarantee the rights of indigenous 
peoples are often used to justify persecution 
against Christians who disagree with the 
“traditionalist” religion. Because of these 
provisions, government apathy, or even col-
lusion, perpetrators operate freely without 
fear of consequences.  

The international community has failed 
to hold the Mexican government account-
able. However, back channel discussions 
between the US and Mexican governments 
on this issue have yielded some fruit. 

The Ambassador-at-Large for International 
Religious Freedom, David Saperstein, 
visited Mexico to speak with activists 
and members of religious minorities. 
In September, 13 members of Congress 
joined ICC in writing a letter to the 
Mexican attorney general, calling for the 
prosecution of individuals guilty of reli-
gious freedom violations.

On June 11, 2016, Omar Mateen, a US-based radical Muslim, 
attacked a gay nightclub in Orlando, killing 49 and injuring 53 

more. In a call to 911, he clearly laid out his motivation. The attack 
was driven by his allegiance to ISIS and desire for retribution for 
attacks on ISIS. Incredibly, after the attack, numerous high profile 
media outlets blamed the attacks on what they perceive as the anti-
LGBTQ  atmosphere that Christians have created. 

In short, Christians in the US are facing constant attacks in the 
media, where they are portrayed as bigoted, racist, sexist, and close-
minded. The characterization in the media may be translating into 
direct attacks as well. The First Liberty Institute, the largest legal 
organization in the US dedicated exclusively to protecting religious 
freedom, documents such actions and reports that attacks on religion 
doubled between 2012 and 2015. 

More importantly, Christians and all religious people are being 
marginalized through the law.

From the case of a Christian football coach suspended for praying at 
the 50-yard line, to Christian business owners forced to pay a $135,000 
fine for declining to bake a cake for a same-sex wedding, the number of 
troubling cases directed towards Christians has exploded. 

In 2011, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship lost their official rec-
ognition as a student organization in all of their respective chapters 
across 23 California public colleges. This occurred because the 
Christian organization required their respective leaders to uphold 
a doctrinal statement of Biblical principles, which allegedly con-
flicted with California State universities’ policies. After four years of 
embattled negotiations, InterVarsity regained their official recogni-
tion in June 2015. 

In 2014, Eric Walsh was terminated one week after being hired by the 
Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH). The basis of termination 
was alleged undisclosed income from prior employment in California. 
However, the Georgia DPH knew that Walsh was a Christian preacher 
outside of work and went to great lengths to review and investigate the 
content of his sermons posted on YouTube. Georgia officials have even 

requested copies of Walsh’s sermons, despite prior statements that the 
termination had nothing to do with his religious views or affiliations. 
Walsh is currently suing the Georgia DPH for wrongful termination 
and religious discrimination. 

The rise of these cases stems partly from a broad cultural shift 
towards secularism. The Pew Foundation found that those identify-
ing as non-religious in the US rose by seven percent, to 23 percent of 
the total US adult population within just seven years (2007 to 2014). 

Anti-Christian entities have been able to leverage the growing 
secularization of society and culture to their advantage, utilizing 
the courts as a preferred venue to gradually marginalize and silence 
Christians. Using the cudgel of “equality,” secular forces in and out 
of the courts have worked to create a body of law built from one bad 
precedent after another. Claims of intolerance and inequality are used 
to fundamentally distort the clear intent of the First Amendment. 

The Founders carefully and deliberately placed religious freedom 
as the first liberty because it encompasses several fundamental rights 
including thought, speech, expression, and assembly. The First 
Amendment explicitly grants freedom of religion, not freedom from 
religion. The essential aim is to protect the right of citizens to practice 
religion in the public square.  

Decades of accumulated poor judicial decisions and precedents 
have twisted the First Amendment so that the courts, in defiance of 
the Founders, are pushing religion out of the public square, and into 
the small space of private expression. In essence, the courts are decid-
ing that you only have full religious freedom and expression in the 
church and your home. In the public domain, your religious views 
and thoughts must be restrained and controlled. 

This trend is extremely worrying in the country that has long held 
the ideal of religious liberty. 

While there is no comparison between the life of a Christian in 
the US with persecuted believers overseas, ICC sees these worrying 
trends as an alarming indication of a decline in religious liberty in 
the United States.

UNITED STATES
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Major Stories of 2016

Mexico: 30 Protestants in 
Chiapas were expelled 
from their homes by com-
munity members and 
forced to watch as their 
property was destroyed. 
This incident is one of a 
series of hostilities tar-
geted at Protestants in 
rural Mexico. Government 
officials chose to ignore 
the pleas for help from 
Protestant villagers.

China: A church leader and 
his wife were buried alive 
while trying to prevent the 
destruction of their church 
because a developer want-
ed control of the property. 
The leader escaped, but his 
wife suffocated to death un-
der the rubble. One mem-
ber of the demolition crew 
said, “Bury them alive…I will 
be responsible.” 

Egypt: A bomb exploded 
during Sunday Mass, killing 
27 Christians inside a Cairo 
church and injuring 50 oth-
ers. The explosion occurred 
at a chapel on the St. Mark’s 
Coptic Orthodox Cathedral 
grounds, home to the Coptic 
Orthodox pope. This was 
the largest church attack in 
Egypt in recent history and  
ISIS claimed responsibility. 

Pakistan: During Easter, a 
suicide bombing in Lahore 
killed at least 70 people and 
wounded more than 300, 
becoming the second dead-
liest attack on Christians in 
Pakistan’s history, following 
the 2013 bombing of All 
Saints Church. Christians 
have suffered much due 
to the Pakistani govern-
ment’s unwillingness to 
protect them.

United States:  The Georgia 
Department of Public Health 
(DPH) terminated Dr. Eric 
Walsh, a leading public 
health expert who also 
serves as a lay minister, due 
to the content of his ser-
mons. The DPH sent work-
ers to investigate his ser-
mons on issues of health, 
homosexuality, and other 
topics, and subsequently 
retaliated.

1/4/16 4/14/16 12/11/163/27/16 4/20/16

Saudi Arabia: A Tunisian re-
ligious affairs minister was 
ousted from his governmen-
tal position after linking Saudi 
Arabia’s religious ideology 
with extremism. The govern-
ment claimed that the minis-
ter’s remarks were an attack 
on the country’s diplomatic 
values. Historically, Saudi 
Arabia has played a behind-
the-scenes role in radicalizing 
the global Sunni Muslim body.

Nigeria: Boko Haram carried 
out several attacks where 
they beheaded a village 
chief and his son, killed 
eight Christian villagers re-
turning from church, and 
ambushed a convoy under 
military escort. Boko Haram 
has vowed to persecute and 
kill Christians because of 
their faith.

North Korea: Amnesty 
International reports that 
prison camps in North Korea 
continue to grow. The reports 
have documented severe 
human rights violations for 
up to 120,000 people being 
held in political prison camps. 
Christians comprise a large 
percentage of prisoners, with 
an estimated 30 to 70 thou-
sand being held prisoner.

Russia: The first American 
citizen, Pastor Donald 
Ossewaarde, was charged 
under Russia’s new “anti-
terror” laws for conducting 
missionary activity. The new 
law was implemented in July 
and targets those who evan-
gelize in public, threatening 
freedom of religion. Pastor 
Ossewaarde joins three oth-
ers who have been charged 
under the “anti-terror” law.

Iraq/Syria: As a coalition of 
forces advanced on Mosul, 
ISIS forced 200 families from 
a neighboring town into the 
city, possibly intending to 
use them as human shields 
in the forthcoming battle. It 
was feared that ISIS may kill 
another 350 families who 
were moved into the city 
from Njafia.

India: Evangelical Fellowship of 
India issued a report showing 
that incidents of violent attacks 
on Christians increased dra-
matically during the first half of 
2016. There were 134 reported 
incidents during this period 
versus 147 incidents of vio-
lence in 2014 and 2015 com-
bined. Most volatile regions 
remain in northern India; how-
ever Tamil Nadu in the south 
contributes to the violence.

8/5/16 9/18/16 11/24/168/26/16 10/21/166/30/16
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Our History
Since 1995, International Christian Concern (ICC) has served as a resource for 
members of Congress and their staff on all issues related to religious freedom and 
persecution overseas. ICC was established in Washington D.C. as a non-partisan, 
non-profit, and non-denominational organization committed to helping all Christians 
suffering from persecution arising as a result of their faith.

International Christian Concern briefs the House Committee 
on Foreign Affairs on religious persecution in Mexico.

The children of Samuel 
Kangethe, a villager in 
Malamande, Kenya, who 
was among many shot and 
left to die when al-Shabaab 
attacked their village. 
Thankfully Samuel survived 
the attack.

ICC’s Three A’s 

ADVOCACY
Advocacy is at the core of our mission. 
We regularly work with members of 
Congress, the State Department, and 
the White House. We receive timely re-
ports of persecution from our field net-
work stationed throughout the Middle  
East, Africa, and Asia. Following these 
updates, we offer policy recommenda-
tions to the executive and legislative 
branches of government.

AWARENESS
A massive gap exists between the fre-
quency and severity of worldwide perse-
cution of Christians and the international 
media’s level of attention to this issue. 
Our organization stands in this gap by of-
fering a number of educational resources. 
These include daily news posts, periodic 
press releases, and monthly newsletters, 
which can be found or requested through 
our website, www.persecution.org.

ASSISTANCE
Practical assistance to persecuted 
Christians is a crucial aspect of our 
work. Our financial and material gifts 
to suffering Christians include educa-
tion, job training, microfinance, medi-
cal care, and construction projects.
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A village in the 
Kenyan bush visited 
by ICC during an 
investigative trip.
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